Wellbeing & Happiness Skills Lessons 4-7

DREAM JOB ACCORDING TO STRENGTHS

6C

Successful people develop their character strengths, they are not overly focused on what
they cannot do. In the first column below you see a list of the SIX Strength Groups.
In the third column you see the example of how a person might behave according to which
strength they have when they go shopping.
In the middle column write in what you think would be a person's dream job depending
on which the strength they have (described in the left column).
IF I HAD THESE
STRENGTH : ↓ ↓

MY DREAM JOB
MIGHT BE

↓↓

(EXAMPLE)

When I am shopping
I WILL: ↓ ↓

wisdom strengths →
1 loving to learn, being
open-minded, creative and
original, curious, wise

look around for interesting
offers and people, buy
something
different than before

2 courage strength, →

look for quality and not be
afraid to ask for what I want
and walk away if it isn't there

3 relationship values

look for people to talk to and
help out, listen and be friendly
towards people around me

4 justice→ leading a group to

perhaps be concerned that
staff is treated well
I would buy something
everyone could enjoy

5 temperance – saying no to

not overspend or buy
unhealthy goods. I might
arrive on a bike be friendly
even when others are not

6 transcendence - gratitude,

appreciate the shop, the
people and all the wonderful
goods. I might make someone
laugh or encourage that all
will be okay

strong principles when
others oppose me. I keep
working for a better worldI'm persistent - courageous
care, kindness, →
compassion and social
intelligence- good at giving
and receiving love
improve society for
everyone. Fairness and
good team player.

unhealthy pursuits.
Forgiving others and not
making a big deal out of it
when they are wrong Caution and humility →

hope, humour,
appreciation of beauty and
excellence. Perhaps
spiritual or religious→
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